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In this paper linear operators on the space of pxp matrices are
considered. Such linear operators can be represented by pZxp2matrices.
In particular sums of Kronecker products occur as representing
matrices. Let the linear operators ~ and ~ be represented by the s u
matrices S and U, where U is of the form
U - ~ Ak~Ak .
k
It is shown that in order that ~u(X) s S(X) for all semi positive,
definite X, it is necessary that the spectral radii of U and S satisfy
the inequality p(U) ~ p(S).
Keywords: linear operators, semi positive definite matrices, Kronecker
products, spectral radius of a square matrix.
13~it~aductian
Let ~r~" denote the Space vi àii Cv,7.picx yxt. ..,F.triC~~ ...nd ?~N t!?e
N-dimensional vector space of complex N-vectors. With every A E~p~p we
can associate a vector in ~N where N- p2, by considering vec(A). The
vec-operation is a linear 1-1 transformation, but when special matrix
properties are involved, it is not always adequate to interpret a pxp
matrix as a p2-vector. In particular it is difficult to translate a
property like positive definíteness into terms of the space ~N. In this
paper, however, we consider linear operators from ~P~P onto itself. In
particular we are interested in linear operators that leave specific
matrix properties as (semi) positive definiteness invariant. It turns
out that in that case it makes sense to analyze the corresponding
linear operators from ~N onto itself, which are represented by pZxpZ
matrices. Let ~s denote the linear operator corresponding to the pZxp2
matrix S. Then we have the basic relation
vec(~s(X)) - S vec(X) , X e~~P.
In order to calculate the matrix S for a given linear operator, one
frequently encounters Kronecker products of matrices. Therefore we
briefly outline their properties and the relation to the vec-operator.
When A and B are arbitrary matrices and (A)iJ denotes the (i,j)th
element of A, then the Kronecker product A~B is defined as the
(partitioned) matrix which is obtained by replacing (A)iJ by the matrix
(A)tJB. When a partition of a matríx S in equal sized blocks is given,
it ís convenient to denote the (r,s)th element of the (i,~)th block by
(S) Thus when S- AeB we have (S) -(A) (B) In this
rs;tJ~ rs;lJ SJ ra~
paper we only deal with p2xpZ matrices, partitioned into pxp blocks.
For details on Kronecker products we refer to [2J. We shall list here
some properties whlch are used in the sequel.
(ABB)(CoD) - (AC)~(BD) (1.2)
vec(ABC) - (CT~ A)vec(B) (1.3)
Here CT denotes the transpose of the matrix C(when transposition is
2r
combined with complex conjugatíon we write C).
Let p(S) denote the spectral radius of the square matrix S, i.e. the
maximum of the absolute values of the eiaenvalues of S. ThPn wP have
for square matrices A and B
p(A~B) - P(A)p(B) (1.2)
which follows easily from the fact that the eigenvalues of A~B are
precisely the products of the eigenvalues of A and B.
The following lemma is a combination of known results which are not
easily found in the literature. It relates the spectral radius of A to
IIA"II, where II.II may be any of the following three natural matrixnorms
IIAI~z- [P(A'A)l~~z IIAII,- m;x EI(A)l~i, IIAII~ IIATII1.
~LEMMA 1. For every A E~p~P there exists a constant c such that
(p(A))" ~ ~IA"II s cnP-1(p(A))" n E Pd .
(1.3)
PROOF. The first inequality is well known (and holds for all natural
matrixnorms) so we only have to prove the second one. From the Schur-
decomposition theorem it follows that A can be written in the form
A - H(A t N)H-1,
where NP - 0 and A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of A that
commutes with N. Hence
A" - HI ~1 (
n)A"-kNk 1H-1
l k J k-0
(1.4)
Since for any of the three matrixnorms we have IIAII - P(A), ít follows
from (1.4) that
3p-1
IIA~~~ ` IIHII IIH-1 ~~ E(k) (p(A) )"-k~~N~~k ~
k-0
- Ilttll Iln-~ II i Ilnllp-lr 1) íp(:.)-p'1. 1)r.p-1 (p(,",) )" -
- cnp-1(p(A))" o
COROLLARY The matrix powerseries E Ak converges absolutely if and
only if p(A) ~ 1.
2. Manatan,e ~i,nean Open,atnrta
For X E Op~p we denote X'- 0 when X is semi positive definite, and
for X, Y E tCp.p we denote X~ Y when X- Y~ 0.
DEFINITION 2.1. The linear operator ~: tL~.p-~ tL~.p is monotone when
for all X~ 0 we have ~(X) ~ 0.
From this defintion it follows immediately that for a monotone linear
operator ~, the inequality X? Y implies ~(X) ~~(Y); hence the
partial ordering in Op~p is left invariant.
Examples of monotone linear operators are easily obtained. Let A E tCp~p
be arbitrary and S- Ac~A , where A denotes the complex con,jugate of
the matrix A. Then the linear operator ~S defined by (1.1) is
~
monotone since for X~ 0 we have ~s(X) - AXA ~ 0. More generally
S may be of the form
~
S - ~ (Ak~ Ak) , Ak E ~p.p
k-1
(2.1)
DEFINITION 2.2. The monotone línear operator ~s is saíd to be of the
Kronecker- type, when S is of the form (2.1).
4The following identity is a usefull tool when powers of sums of
matrices must be calculated. Let QIE ~P~P for 1-1,2,...,m. Then we have
m
1~1
Qf I -~ T1 Qm ~ n E W (2.2)
J (mJ)j-1 J
where the summation on the right hand side is over all mn sequences
(m )" , m E (1,...,m} . It is used twice in the proof of the
J 1-1 1
followíng lemma.
~LEMMA 2 Let S be given by (2.1). Then the elements of Sn satisfy the
following inequality
I(Sn) I ~ 1 ~(S~) t (Sn) )
lJ,rs 2 1J,IJ rs,rs
PHOOF. By (2.2) we have
m m ~
I( S
)) 1. rs I - I ~k~1
Ak~Akl
` 1J,rs
Using (1.2) the last expression equals
I -
(2.3)
I I ~ I ÍT Am~Am J 1
I
l(mk)`k-1 k k IJ,rs
r n n n n
I ~ I~ Am ~~~ ~ Am, I- I~ ~~ Am ) ( TÍ Am ) I
(m )lllk-l k k-1 k (m ) k-1 k SJ k-1 k rs
k lJ,rs k
~ E I n Am II n Am I~
(mk) ~kni k~ 1 J`k-1 k~ rs
~ z ~ ~, ~ ~ Am ~ , 2 t , ~ ~ Am ~ , 2 ~ -
(mk)Il 1k-1 k 1J 1k-1 k ra
1 ~(Sn) } (S~) )
2 tJ,iJ rs,rs
n
5where the last equality follows from (2.2) in reverse direction. This
proves the lemma. o
DEFINITION 2.3 The monotone linear opereator ~s dominates the
monotone llnear operator ~u, denoted by Ys t ~, when for all X z 0,
X e CP~P we have ~ ( X) ~~( X). s u
Let ~ denote the llnear operator defíned by
~s - s , and ` .~s - S ~ S-1
for n - 2, 3, . . . .
From ( l.]) follows easlly that ~-~ for T- S".
PLEMMA 3. When ~ and ~ are monotone linear operators then lf s~
s u u s
implies ~ ~ ` .~s , n e PJ.
PROOF. Ry induction follows that PS ls monotone for all n. lience for
X z 0 we have ~(X) z O. Supposing that ~ dominates ~, we obtain
~f~(X) L ~ i ( X) L ~ ~n(X) - ~n~l(X)
S S U U U U
and so, by induction, the lemma is proved.
PLEMMA 4. ~ s ~ ~ (U) s (S)
u s i1.~J ~J.~J
PROOF. Let e denote the (i)th unit vector in Cp. Put X- e eT . Then
~ 1 J
X z 0. Furthermore we have
(U)~J.iJ- (el~e~)TU(eJ~eJ) - ei )E~X) e~
and a simílar expression for (S)~J ~J. The result then follows easily.
a
6We are now ready to state and proof the main theorem of thls paper. It
relates dominance of certain monotone linear operators on CP~P to
1;~~~~~1:1{ov hofvs~~.n thp enPCtral radil of their representing matríces .,y..... . .. - ....
on C" .




K - ~ (Ak~Ak) , and p - p(S).
k-1
Let further e ~ 0 be arbitrary and put
U - (pfe)-1K ~ V - (pte)-1S .
From ~RS 5 follows then ~s ~ and so by lemma 3 we have ~ ~ s~~
for all n e PJ. }íence, by lemma 4 we obtain
(Un) 5 (V~)
11~11 1J~1J




Since p(V) - p(p t e)-1~ 1, it follows from (2.4) that the series E U"
n
converges absolutely (elementwise). But then we must have p(U) ~ 1,or
equlvalently p(K) s p t e.
Since e was arbitrary it follows that p(K) s p. o
.4ppeicatian
As an aplication of the theory develloped in the previous sections, we
shall prove the following interestíng result. Let A and B be real pxp -
matrices satisfying the conditíon
7P(A~A t B~B) ~ 1. (3.1)
Tnen 'uviii i-A ái,.. t P . ..... .........~b~l~- .
(It ls not essentíal that A and B are real). The proof of the statement
1s símpel: F'ut K- A~A and S- A~A t B~D. Then clearly we have ~ S~ ~ ~
and so theorem 1 implles p(K) - p(A~A) ~ 1. Dut th L; fs equtvalenl wilh
p(A) ~ 1 Whlch lmplfes lhaL 1-A ls nonsingular. 1Secause of symmelry
also I-B must be nonsingular.
The statement can of course be generalized for more then txo
matrlces. It is not easy to see how such results can be proved xithout
theorem 1. Conditions like (3.1) arlse in a probabílístic context ín
the theory of statíonary Bilinear processes (see (3]).
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